Wraparound Spelling
Weekly Spelling – One possible model
The Pedagogy Trio
When teaching, there are three main aspects
that we need to consider when we plan for
teaching and learning. These can be further
subdivided into other strands and the way we
provide this depends on the learning situation.

Within the attitude section, we must
consider how to foster a positive, ‘I can and
I want to’ attitude in pupils. We must also
develop our own attitude of passion for
learning and belief in our pupils.
Pupils learn in different ways and it is useful
to use a multisensory approach to not only
aid retention of knowledge
Developing knowledge should always be
built on prior knowledge and it is important
that this is explicit and not just implied.
It is also important to teach skills that promote independent learning as well as the
necessary skills to function proficiently in their studies.
Weekly structure
There is a security in having a recognised
structure for learning. It can reduce the
amount of stress in a child and takes away
some of the unnecessary things that a pupil
needs to think about, leaving the thinking
focus for the new knowledge and skills. This
is a possible weekly structure for teaching
spelling. It can be used throughout Primary
with slight age and stage appropriate
alterations in how it is delivered.

The same but opposite
Reading and spelling are both based on the alphabetic code. Reading is decoding
(breaking down) the code and spelling is encoding (building up) the code.
With reading we begin with the graphemes/text (concrete) and translate that in the
phoneme (sound) and thoughts about what we have read (abstract).
In spelling, we beging with the thoughts (abstract) and move towards having them
put down on paper in a concrete way.

For many people learning to read is easier than learning to spell. This is partly
because it is easier going from concrete to abstract which is the reading process
rather than abstract to concrete which is the spelling process.
Because of this, it is important that when we teach spelling we begin without seeing
the word written down. If we begin with the written words, we are teaching from
concrete to abstract. We need to enable our pupils to say the word, break it down
into individual sounds then match a sound to a grapheme and then write the word
which is the abstract to concrete process.
Crown Time
While spelling or reading, we should practice the Queen’s English. Even though it is
important for a person to retain their cultural identity which is often linked in with
dialect and accent, a child should learn how to pronounce words correctly, so that
they are more able to hear and identify the correct sounds, in the correct order and
link the sound up with a grapheme.
You could illustrate this by wearing a crown during reading, talking, spelling times or
putting up a large picture of a crown.
You as the instructor should model correct pronunciation. If a word is spoken
incorrectly, repeat it correctly and encourage the child to copy your pronunciation.
As you listen to how pupils are articulating words, it is worth considering if there may
be a hearing or auditory processing disorder which would be worth talking to a
speech therapist about.

Weekly Class Structure
Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Task
Stretch with special friends.
Meaning in context.
Syllables and rhymes
Parts of speech and cues
Roots and shoots
Recap and rectify and quiz

Weekly Homework structure
Day
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Task
Write the spelling words using Look, say, cover, write, check.
Write dictation.
Draw a line under ‘special friends’ in spelling words and dictation
Write the spelling words using Look, say, cover, write, check.
Write the vowels in red. Draw syllable divisions in spelling words
and dictation.
Write the spelling words using Look, say, cover, write, check.
Choose a cue for each word and draw or write it.
Write the spelling words using Look, say, cover, write, check.
Put a rectangle around any root word. Circle any prefix or suffix

Sample Spelling Lesson Structure
Teaching spelling should follow a systematic,
structured and progressing programme.
As in all learning, we need to structure our programme
in a spiral, constantly revisiting previously learnt
concepts but at a progressively higher level. If we don’t
do this it is like asking a child to climb a ladder with the
bottom rungs missing.

Demonstration Spelling Programme
In this sample programme (at the end of this pack) you will find
spelling lists arranged into weekly bookmarks for each child to have. These can be
used for regular practice and informal testing friends.
The term ‘special friends’ refers to two or more letters (graphemes) which
together make one sound (phonemes).
Reading: concrete to abstract
Spelling: abstract to concrete

In the bookmark:



Red underlines are the focus sounds – (individual graphemes or special
friends).
Black underlines are sounds (individual graphemes or special friends)
previously learned or found in common words.

Each week there are five + focus words and two + common words and a dictation
sentence depending on stage. The dictation can be practiced using Clicker 6.
Some important pedagogical guidelines











Keep lessons as interactive as possible. Use
questioning, but be careful that you don’t single out
certain children all the time or exclude others.
Some ways to avoid this are to put children into
shoulder partners. Ask questions for the children to
answer and discuss in their pairs and then ask all
the 1s to be ready to give you an answer or all the
2s.
Ask them to tell their shoulder partner the answer
and you listen out for the answers they give each
other and then tell the class what you heard.
Repetition is key to becoming a competent speller.
Instant repetition is needed as well as repetition
over at least three days as it is when we sleep that
learning is filed away. It is generally accepted that
for most of us we need three sleeps interspersed
by three days of learning the same thing for facts
and processes to enter our long-term memory.
Linking new knowledge to prior knowledge also
helps to embed learning into an existing framework.
Learning about how words are structured also is
important because as we learn this, we understand
better how words are formed and what changes
take place as they are grown by adding suffixes
and pre-fixes.
It is also vital that the pupils have an element of
success sewn into their lessons and that it is a fun
and pleasurable experience. All learning is cloaked
with emotion: positive or negative.

Give each child a spelling bookmark each week. This can
be used for checking correct spelling at home and for testing each other during the
day.
At level 1, formal spelling tests are generally not appropriate.

Use a multisensory approach. Many children struggle to follow or retain information
from listening alone. Backing what is being said with pictures or actions can be very
beneficial. Be consistent. When giving instructions, using signs supports processing
and can take some of the stress off a child.

Examples of some useful signs:
My turn

Your turn

Tell your
partner

Capital letter

Full stop

Dictation
Each day a dictation sentence will be learnt, practiced and examined. This is NOT a
dictation test for each day. As children learn words in context, it makes more sense
and gives the child a memory framework for being able to identify the most likely
spelling.
Classes with several spelling groups
Every class will be working with pupils of differing abilities and skills. There are
several ways in which you can deal with this.
1. You can use your existing spelling scheme or list and work your ‘five a day’ with
teaching spelling as one of the direct teaching components. So the class could
be split like this:

10 mins

Group one

Group two

Teaching
spelling

Read to
self

Group
three
read to
another

Group four Group five
Writing
task

Listen to
reading

2. You can set your own tasks so that you can work with individual groups.
3. You can teach the whole class working at the bottom level but as you grow and
shrink the words using prefixes and suffixes, the more advanced groups can use
those words for spelling. This means that you can concentrate on one lesson
but as the children see words growing, differentiation is built in. It also teaches a
new skill, revises an old one and prepares for future learning. (A spelling list is
being developed for this way of working)
4. As the children (especially more able children) become more adept and familiar
with this way of working, they could do most of the investigative work in trios or
small groups with the teacher overseeing and listening in to make sure they keep
on task whilst working with the poorer groups.

Assessments
You may assess the children’s spelling in your usual way.
Another way follows:
As you teach the spelling lesson, growing and shrinking words, write them on the
board in differentiated columns.
Pupils could choose which word they wished to study from each column. They
would be working with each word during the daily lesson, so they may wish to push
their skills further than we would anticipate.
Lessons could be reinforced using ‘word sorts’. (examples provided)
Word sorts can be done individually or in mixed ability groups. Each individual/group
is given a pack of word tiles displaying words containing different graphemes for one
phoneme. E.g. phoneme - /f/ graphemes – giraffe, photograph, telephone, farmer.
cough.
After several practices in sorting the word tiles a blind sort could be carried out
instead of a test on Friday.
In the blind sort, each pupil is given a phoneme/grapheme sheet with the grapheme
headings. Read out the words covered during the spelling lesson, and each child
should write in the correct column the words they can spell. At the end of the list
being read, the child can add any other words that they know that could fit into each
column.
This takes pupils beyond the spelling lesson and gives the teacher a more accurate
knowledge of the pupil’s growing knowledge and spelling vocabulary. It also builds
in challenge and the reassurance of being able to work according to comfortable
limits.

Monday Spelling – First Level
Stretch with special friends
1
Use new spelling list for the week.
Say (do not write it yet) the first word in the spelling list and ask the children to
count the number of sounds in the word. C-a-t (3 sounds). Ch-a-t (3
sounds)
2
Talk about how you write each sound as you write the word on the board.
Refer to the sound chart for blends, digraphs and diphthongs and alternative
ways of writing a sound. If a sound is made up of more than one letter, these
may be referred to as special friends. i.e. special friends = oo; ee; ch; igh
3
Ask the children to identify the ‘special friends’ and underline them.
4
Model sounding out the word (stretch) and then saying it.
ch – a – t = chat.
Ask the children to repeat it.
Model and repeat again then ask them to stretch and say the word to their
shoulder partner.
5
Say the word in a short sentence that shows the meaning of the word. For
some words you may need a more elaborate explanation.
6
Ask the children to think of any ways that the word can be grown or shrunk.
E.g. happy – unhappy, happily, unhappiness.
Untidy – tidy (longer words could be given to more able groups)
Repeat 1-6 for each word
Use phonic flip books to practice reading one phonic pattern
focussed on from the spelling list.
Use made up words as well as real words.
If you are studying several different graphemes (ways to write a sound) then
you could do a word search either individually or in mixed ability groups.
For more information on this strategy, consider training in Words Their Way.
Precision Teaching – for those who struggle with spelling use a precision probe for
the words each day. Make sure this is a fun experience. (1 minute maximum)
Seize the moment – Be prepared to snatch a minute here
and a minute there each day to work with a child when in the
corridor, in the playground and your desk. Always be
prepared with phonic cards, alphabet, I spy, One, two,
three… etc

Tuesday Spelling – First Level
Syllables and rhymes
1
Say the words you studied yesterday and ask the children to count the number
of sounds each the word.
Talk about any ‘special friends’ that you hear in the word.
2
Ask the children to attempt to write the word.
Once they have done this, you write it on the board and ask them to tick each
correct sound.
  
ch – a – t = chat
3
If some of the words have
more than one syllable, circle
the vowel sounds and clap out
the syllables. Draw a dividing
line to show syllable divisions.
Each syllable must contain a vowel sound.
4
Ask the children to think of words which rhyme with each spelling word.
Explain that the rhyme is from the last vowel onwards. Rhymes don’t always
follow the same phonic pattern. E.g. eight and plate.
Repeat steps 1 – 4 for each spelling word
Use one of the oral sentences from Monday.
E.g.
The kitchen was wet.
Say the sentence several times using the: My turn, Your turn, Tell your partner
Now write it. You model the writing with each word. If necessary ‘stretch with
special friends’.
Ask children to copy it down. Depending on age and ability, decide how many
sentences they write. It may only be one.
Then you write it and ask them to check it. They should tick capital letter and full
stop too.


 
The kitchen was wet.
Grow the sentence. Using questions such as:
e.g. The kitchen was wet.
Why?
 Why?
The kitchen was wet because I
 So?
forgot to turn the tap off.
 Where?
So?
 When?
The kitchen was wet because I
 Who?
forgot to turn the tap off so I had to
Build it a couple of times.
Each time say the sentence several times: My mop the floor.
turn, Your turn, Tell your partner
Ask children to help you work out
Now write it. You model the writing with each
how to write each word then copy
word. If necessary ‘stretch with special
it.
friends’.
They should then check that it is
Ask children to copying it down.
correct and change any mistakes.
Precision Teaching – for those who struggle with spelling use a precision probe for
the words each day. Make sure this is a fun experience. (1 minute maximum)

Wednesday Spelling – First Level
Parts of speech and cue
1- Continue the daily spelling pattern for each word:
4
 Say the word
 Children counts the sounds
 Children write the word
 Teacher writes it and children check, giving themselves a tick for each
sound (not letter).
Continue daily dictation – one sentence only repeated each day. If children
can manage you could grow it a bit each day.
 Say the dictation
 Children count the words
 Children write the sentence
 Teacher writes the sentence and children check giving themselves a tick
for each word, capital letter and full stop.

5

Grow the sentence in a different way to yesterday.
Talk about what kind of word
each is. In first level start with
nouns, Proper nouns and verbs
and move to adjectives and
adverbs.
Refer back to the chart each
time.
You could do quick fire
questions each Wednesday to
revise the names and
definitions of the parts of
speech learnt so far.
(See treasure chest of parts of
speech)

Precision Teaching – for those who struggle with spelling use a precision probe for
the words each day. Make sure this is a fun experience. (1 minute maximum)
Seize the moment:
Keep a stock of cues in your pocket and take the opportunity whenever you see a
child to reinforce the cues and spelling word.
Also keep the four treasure chest questions for instant quick fire questions.

Thursday Spelling – First Level
Roots and Shoots
1-4
Continue revision of the daily spelling pattern for each word:
Continue daily dictation – one sentence only repeated each day. If children
can manage you could grow it a bit each day.

5

Grow the sentence in a different way to yesterday.
If the word is a
word made up of
different
components, look
for the root word
and any suffix or
prefix.
If it is a compound
word then break it
into the individual
words.
If the word is
neither, see if you
can add a prefix or suffix and ask the children to say how the prefix or suffix
affects the meaning of the word.
Talk about any rules that you see in these words.
Put a rule prompt on the wall.

Precision Teaching – for those who struggle with spelling use a precision probe for
the words each day. Make sure this is a fun experience. (1 minute maximum)
Write your compound word. Circle the vowel sounds or write them in red. Each
syllable will contain a verb.
unhappy
Seize the moment:
Think of some compound words and when you meet a child in the corridor or
playground say, what two words can you hear? Playground = play + ground
Lamppost = lamp + post etc.

Friday Spelling – First level
Fun word work
Recap and rectify with the children the spelling words of the week and the dictation.
Let them correct their work then hand it in to you for checking.
Let the children record their scores.
Recap and rectify can be done in groups.
Precision Teaching
For those doing precision teaching, use your normal precision probe.
Play class or group games.
I have, who has cards
Racing round
I Spy with my little eye, something beginning with …..
I hear with my little ear, something beginning with …..

I have …. Who has….

Racing Round

What word

Boggle board

Monday Spelling – Second Level
Stretch with special friends
1
Use new spelling list for the week.
Say (do not write it yet) the first word in the spelling list and ask the children to
count the number of sounds in the word. de-l-igh - t (4 sounds). s-l-igh - t (4
sounds) – Now that words are getting longer and more complex it is important
to keep on doing this to keep children from rushing and making mistakes of
omission and translocation.
2
Talk about how you write each sound as you write the word on the board.
Refer to the sound chart for blends, digraphs and diphthongs and alternative
ways of writing a sound. If a sound is made up of more than one letter, these
may be referred to as special friends. i.e. special friends = oo; ee; ch; igh
3
Ask the children to identify the ‘special friends’ and underline
them or write them in a different colour.
4

Model sounding out the word (stretch) and then saying it.
ch – a – t = chat.
Ask the children to repeat it.
Model and repeat again then ask them to stretch and say the word to their
shoulder partner.
Next spell out the word using letter names. C – H – A – T spells chat
Spell the word several times:
 You say it; They say it; They say it to their partner
5
Talk about the meaning of the word.
Ask the children to think of any ways that the word can be grown or shrunk.
E.g. happy – unhappy, happily, unhappiness.
Untidy – tidy (longer words could be given to more able groups, shorter words
for less able groups)
6
Ask for suggestions of using the word in a sentence. Only change the given
sentence if incorrect. Don’t say that it is wrong, but work a way of correcting
without offending.
7
Say the sentence again and ask pupils to count the number of words.
Say the sentence several times:
 You say it; They say it; They say it to their partner
Now ask the children to try to write it without seeing it.
Once they have done this, you write it down and let them tick the correct word
with an extra tick for capital letters and punctuation marks.
Ask the children to think of any ways that the word can be grown or shrunk.
E.g. happy – unhappy, happily, unhappiness.
Untidy – tidy (longer words could be given to more able groups)
If you are studying several different graphemes (ways to write a sound) then
you could do a word search either individually or in mixed ability groups.
For more information on this strategy, consider training in Words Their Way.
Repeat 1-7 for each word
Precision Teaching – for those who struggle with spelling use a precision probe for
the words each day. Make sure this is a fun experience. (1 minute maximum)
Seize the moment – How many sounds in ‘barbeque’ etc

Tuesday Spelling – Second Level
Syllables and rhymes
1
Say the words you studied yesterday and ask the children to count the number
of sounds each the word.
Talk about any ‘special friends’ that you hear in the word.
2
Ask the children to attempt to write the word.
Once they have done this, you write it on the board and ask them to tick each
correct sound.
  
ch – a – t = chat
3
If some of the words have
more than one syllable, circle
the vowel sounds and clap out
the syllables. Draw a dividing
line to show syllable divisions.
Each syllable must contain a vowel sound.
4
Ask the children to think of words which rhyme with each spelling word.
Explain that the rhyme is from the last vowel onwards. Rhymes don’t always
follow the same phonic pattern. E.g. eight and plate.
You could use the attached poem patterns to make funny rhyming poems.
Repeat steps 1 – 4 for each spelling word
Use one sentences for each spelling word.
E.g.
The kitchen was wet.
Say the sentence several times using the: My turn, Your turn, Tell your partner
Ask children to copy it down.
Then you write it and ask them to check it. They should tick capital letter and full
stop too.


 
The kitchen was wet.
Grow the sentence. Using questions
e.g. The kitchen was wet.
such as:
Why?
The kitchen was wet because I forgot to
 Why?
turn the tap off.
 So?
So?
 Where?
The kitchen was wet because I forgot to
 When?
turn the tap off so I had to mop the floor.
 Who?
Build it a couple of times.
Ask children to help you work out how to
Each time say the sentence several
write each word then copy it.
times: My turn, Your turn, Tell your
They should then check that it is correct
partner
and change any mistakes.
Now write it. You model the writing with
each word. If necessary ‘stretch with
special friends’.
Ask children to copying it down.
Precision Teaching – for those who struggle with spelling use a precision probe for
the words each day. Make sure this is a fun experience. (1 minute maximum)
Seize the moment – I spy with my little eye a word with 4 syllables

Wednesday Spelling – Second Level
Parts of speech and cue
1- Continue the daily spelling pattern for each word:
4
 Say the word
 Children counts the sounds
 Children write the word
 Teacher writes it and children check, giving themselves a tick for each
sound (not letter).
Continue daily dictation – one sentence per word. Try to grow each sentence
a bit each day.
 Say the dictation
 Children count the words
 Children write the sentence
 Teacher writes the sentence and children check giving themselves a tick
for each word, capital letter and full stop.

5

Grow the sentence in a different way to yesterday.
Talk about what kind of word
each is. In second level revise
nouns, proper nouns and verbs
and move to revising adjectives
and adverbs then conjunctions
and prepositions.
Refer back to the chart each
time.
You could do quick fire
questions each Wednesday to
revise the names and
definitions of the parts of
speech learnt so far.
(See treasure chest of parts of
speech)

Precision Teaching – for those who struggle with spelling use a precision probe for
the words each day. Make sure this is a fun experience. (1 minute maximum)
Seize the moment:
Use the treasure chest words and use a quick draw question time.

Thursday Spelling – Second Level
Roots and Shoots
1-4
Continue revision of the daily spelling pattern for each word:
Continue daily dictation – one sentence only repeated each day. If children
can manage you could grow it a bit each day.

5

Grow the sentence in a different way to yesterday.
If the word is a
word is made up
of different
components, look
for the root word
and any suffix or
prefix.
If it is a compound
word then break it
into the individual
words.
If the word is
neither, see if you
can add a prefix or suffix and ask the children to say how the prefix or suffix
affects the meaning of the word.
Talk about any rules that you see in these words.
Put a rule prompt on the wall.

Precision Teaching – for those who struggle with spelling use a precision probe for
the words each day. Make sure this is a fun experience. (1 minute maximum)
Write your compound word. Circle the vowel sounds or write them in red. Each
syllable will contain a verb.
unhappy
Seize the moment:
Think of some compound words and when you meet a child in the corridor or
playground say, what two words can you hear? Playground = play + ground
Lamppost = lamp + post etc.

Friday Spelling – Second level
Fun word work
Recap and rectify with the children on the spelling words of the week and the
dictation.
Let them correct their work then hand it in to you for checking.
Let the children record their scores.
Recap and rectify can be done in groups.
Precision Teaching
For those doing precision teaching, use your normal precision probe.
Play class or group games.
I have, who has cards
Racing round
Word searches
Cross words
I have …. Who has….
Mystery word

What word

Boggle board

Back up learning
For children who need a bit of extra help consider the following:
Stretch with friends
Use magnetic grapheme tiles to give the children the chance to create words without
having to write them.
This is a quick fire way to give them word building practice.
Use word building resource cards.
Write words in large letters on scrap cards. Cut them into phoneme sections and
then jumble tem up and ask the children to put them back together. Jumble no more
than four words together at any one time.
Syllables and rhymes
Use the syllable resource cards or Spelling Intervention Pack 2
Play games such as, ‘what word am I clapping’?
Rainbow writing
Write the words using a variety of their own choice of colour to encourage repetition.

44+ Phoneme/Grapheme Charts
Vowels sounds

a

e
ea
ie

oo oo
u-e
ue
ew
ou

i

ar

o
u
a
ou
ough
augh

or air ir
oor are ur
ore
er
aw
au

ay
a-e
ai
ea
aigh
eigh
e-e
ey

ou
ow

ee
y
ea
e
e-e

oy
oi

igh
i-e
ie
i
y

ire

ow
o-e
oa
o

ear ure

Consonant sounds

b
bb

c
k
ck
ch

r
s
rr ss
wr se
c
ce

d
dd

t
tt

f
ff
ph
gh

g
gg

v
w
ve wh

h

x

j
g
ge
dge
y

l
ll
le

m n p qu
mm nn pp
mb kn

z sh
zz ti
s ci
se si

th ng ch
nk tch ch
ti

Strategies for spelling
1. See a word within a word
e.g. Believe, it is no lie
You are young
2. Use sayings to help with tricky letters.
E.g. On a shirt it is necessary to have 1 collar and 2 sleeves.

3. Words are built with root words, prefixes and suffixes.

4. Know common spelling rules and exceptions
Knowing spelling rules can help you figure out how to spell
most words.

5. See letter patterns. Know the different way in
which a sound can be written.
Write sentences to help remember the patterns:
It's good to have a bright light at night.

6. Know word families that are linked by meaning and
pattern.
This is a very interesting strategy and can help
spelling by helping you love words and taking
in interest in them.

7. Breakdown words into syllables

Term 1 eight weeks

-

vowel phoneme/grapheme

A

B

act
tap
pat
star
sad
and
at

actor
taps
pats
stars
sadder
are
ask

Beg
Pet
Peg
Tell
Shell
Get
then

Begging
Petting
Pegging
Tells
Shells
when
then

Head
Deaf
heavy
Ready
Sweat
Wear
there

Ahead
Deafer
Sweaty
unready
heavier
bread
read

C

D
Week One - short /a/
acting
active
tapping
untapped
patting
pattern
starring
stardom
saddest
happier
can
after
back
fast
away
Week Two – short /e/
Begged
necessary
Petted
expect
Pegged
energy
Telling
question
shelling
certain
were
went
where
Well
every
Week Three – short /e/ using other graphemes
Header
feather
Deafness
healthy
heavily
measure
readily
pleasure
sweating
treasure
health
friend
ready
soldier

E

F

inactive
untapped
patterned
superstar
happiness
have
another
allow

activating
tapper
patterning
superstardom
unhappiness
above
afternoon
aunt

necessarily
expected
energetic
questioning
certainly
next
never
twenty

unnecessarily
unexpected
unenergetic
unquestionable
uncertainly
seven
twelve
rectangle

feathery
unhealthy
measuring
displeasure
treasuring
friendly
soldiers

feathering
unhealthily
unmeasurable
pleasurable
treasurable
unfriendly
soldierly
breakfast

Dos and Don’ts of Spelling
Dos

Don’ts

Do teach reading and spelling together in each lesson.

Don’t teach the alphabet names to beginning readers as it
creates an unnecessary additional layer of mental translation of
sounds to letter correspondences. It is important that they learn
to match the phoneme to the grapheme.

Do teach names once the links between phoneme to grapheme
become automatic.

Don’t ask pupils to spell out words using names when they are
first working the word out. Once they have written it and see it,
then they can use letter names.

Do use a multisensory approach to spelling. Pupils must write
and see the word. They must hear someone else saying it and
say it out loud too. Ask pupils to check for ‘special friends’ (two
or more letters which make one sound).

Don’t include words in spelling lists that are not likely to be
needed often in the child’s own writing or speech. As less
common words are needed, the cues to aid retention of spelling
can be taught.

Do allow pupils to find their own best strategies for aiding
retention. These may vary widely across the class.

Don’t assume that a child has copied down a spelling word
correctly. If they haven’t then they will be learning an incorrect
spelling which is then difficult and confusing to re-learn.

Do say the sound of the letter as you are writing it to reinforce
the correspondence of the sound and letter shape and
encourage your pupils to do the same.

Don’t describe letters as silent. If you don’t hear them, it is
because they are part of a ‘special friend’ combination. i.e.
wrong – in this case the ‘r’ sound is made by the grapheme ‘wr’

Do encourage pupils to write and illustrate their own ‘silly
sentence’ to aid grapheme-phoneme correspondence. i.e. With
my ear I hear a seal in the sea.

Don’t give pupils exercises which ask them to spot the mistake.
This in fact reinforces the incorrect spelling as they have seen it
and it will leave a confusing visual imprint in their memory.

Do have the pupils practice a dictation sentence every day that
consists of words taught so far. Write this by hand or on the
computer. Repeat the dictation every day for a week. Underline
‘special friends’.

Don’t mark spelling mistakes in a spelling test with a cross, but
rather tick the correct spellings and ask them to rub out and
correct the wrong ones. You could record this by using a ‘c’,
once corrected. – see dealing with corrections

Do compare words with the same phonemes but different
graphemes, e.g. hear + here, to allow the pupil to analyse
common spelling alternatives and remember when each may be
used. Encourage pupils to use their strategies to identify the
most likely pattern.

Don’t leave the learning of spelling words to homework. Review
the words in school each day, looking at different aspects of
word structure each time.
i.e. syllables, rhymes with other words, prefixes and suffixes,
compound words etc

e.g. you hear with your ear
Do practice new graphemes (or learning of any kind) over at
least three separate days. Use quick draw questions, precision
probes, games, peer testing etc. to keep this interesting.
Do teach verb endings and explain that although they may hear
/t/ or /d/ or /id/ if the verb is in the past tense it will normally be
‘ed’.
Do teach that all words have a vowel phoneme which can be
written in a variety of ways: my; lie; sight, time
Do give pupils an alphabet code chart to use and have a large
one available on the classroom wall.
Do say words as they are written so the pupil can say it the
normal way but also the way it is spelled.

Don’t give pupils words to learn that they don’t know the
meaning of. Take time to talk about the meaning of words and
use them in context.

i.e. Wednesday  Wed – nez - day
Do teach suffixes and how they may change the spelling of the
root word.
Do ensure that mis-spellings are rubbed out and corrected as
soon as possible.

